UNIQUE CAPABILITY

Introducing Proactive Threat Interference ®
Active, Adaptive, Invisible
OVERVIEW
Trinity Cyber’s Proactive Threat Interference® (PTI) service operates outside of a corporate network, disrupting cyber
adversaries’ efforts before they reach their target. While most companies employ cybersecurity tools such as ﬁrewalls
and endpoint security solutions, these solutions are internally focused and predominantly reactive. Trinity Cyber
operates in the Internet, between the adversary and our clients, to eliminate threats, complementing our clients’
existing internal network security operations. Trinity Cyber’s unique, adversary interference technology has been used
to defend against the world’s most sophisticated cyber threats.

Stopping the adversary no matter the protocol or target—traditional
endpoints, routers, servers, IoT, ICS...
FOCUSED ON THE ADVERSARY
While our clients focus internally on network security and incident response, Trinity Cyber’s service identiﬁes adversary
activity from outside our clients’ networks and proactively intercedes on their behalf, with little or no work required
from them. Because our methods are invisible, the adversary often mistakes failure for success... Or they realize the
failure, but can’t determine why. This is what makes Trinity Cyber's PTI uniquely effective.

IN THE INTERNET
Trinity Cyber operates in the Internet, as opposed to within individual networks. By doing so, Trinity Cyber is able to
evaluate our clients’ Internet trafﬁc before it becomes their network trafﬁc. Leveraging our unique vantage point in the
fabric of the Internet, Trinity Cyber operates with an unparalleled view of the cyber threat landscape. Because of this,
we can observe and disrupt cyber adversaries’ operations regardless of how our clients’ internal networks are
conﬁgured.

INDEPENDENT & COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY-ENABLED OPERATIONS
Trinity Cyber is independent from and complementary to our clients’ existing network security. In a time when a cyber
adversary goes undetected for an average of 191 days, no organization should rely solely on internal network security
solutions or kill chain mitigation.
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